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ACOUSTIC 
LIGHTING
MADE IN 
CHICAGO



WE DESIGN AND
BUILD BETTER 

ACOUSTIC LIGHTING 
PRODUCTS WITH 
CREATIVITY AND 

PRECISION TO 
ENABLE THE MOST 

INCREDIBLE HUMAN 
INTERACTION
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LINEAR
ARRAY WITH L27 UNITS



Sabin product architectures are intentionally based on 
geometrically primitive and fundamental forms which 
allow our products to be utilized as tools of abstraction. 
Each product unit and series is designed in a way that can 
expand into wide ranges — actively or passively; scalable 
sizes and mounting heights combined with finish colors 
and accent trims invite endless design possibilities.

 Our lighting solutions take lighting seriously, with 
light quality and optical options to serve a wide range of 
projects, and our acoustic design rigor matches. We 
acoustically test our products to satisfy our demands for 
quality sound absorption and top acoustic performance. 

Products →

WE VALUE THE PROCESS OF
PRECISION AS MUCH AS THE PROCESS 
OF CREATIVITY. IT’S THESE TWO 
ASPECTS, CAREFULLY BALANCED,
THAT ALLOW OUR PRODUCTS TO 
DISTINCTLY STAND OUT.

SABIN INCORPORATES SEWN 
CONSTRUCTION AT THE HEART OF 
EVERY FIXTURE, ENABLING NEW 
PRODUCT ARCHITECTURES AND 
RESULTING ARRAY TOPOLOGIES.
OUR PROCESS MAKES OUR PRODUCT.

THIS APPROACH ALLOWS US TO 
DISCOVER AND INTRODUCE A NEW 
RANGE OF IDEAS. WE ARE STEWARDS
OF TIME AND MATERIALS, SEEKING 
METHODS AND MEANS FOR MORE 
EFFICIENT PRODUCTS, WITH LESS 
IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT.
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PRODUCT FAMILY: QUAD / FELT: WISTERIA, FLINT, SIENNA / CORD COLOR: BRONZE, BLACK



IMPROVED SOUND QUALITY

INCREASED ENERGY EFFICIENCY

ENHANCED LIGHTING DESIGN

Acoustic lighting combines lighting fixtures with sound-absorbing materials— in our 
case, PET felt and thread make up a large portion of the product body — to reduce 
echoes and ambient noise in a space. This creates an optimal acoustic environment, 
allowing for better sound quality, and as a result, a more pleasant experience and 
elevated quality of life.

By combining lighting and sound control, acoustic lighting systems can save energy 
and reduce costs. Dimming or turning off lights in areas where they are not needed 
can reduce energy usage, while the sound-absorbing materials can improve the 
acoustic quality of the space without requiring additional energy consumption.

Sabin acoustic lighting systems are designed to incorporate lighting into a space 
without sacrificing on aesthetic appeal. Our products are engineered to operate as 
design tools of abstraction, and there are endless ways to configure sizes, colors, 
and specifications to suit any design scheme, while also serving its acoustic function.

Acoustics →

THE BENEFITS OF 
OUR ACOUSTIC 

LIGHTING SYSTEMS



Spaces →

OUR SYSTEMS ARE ENGINEERED
FOR DISTINCT ENVIRONMENTS
AND UNIQUE SPACE TYPES.

EACH PRODUCT FAMILY IS
DESIGNED TO ADAPT TO THE EVER-
CHANGING BUILT ENVIRONMENT,
AND TO ACCOMMODATE INCREDIBLE
HUMAN INTERACTION.

Sabin products are engineered to adapt to any space type, 
from multi-functional spaces to transitional areas, lobbies, 
offices, mixed-use spaces, and restaurants. Designed to 
evolve alongside the ever-changing built environment 
around us, our acoustic lighting systems are engineered 
with  the understanding that new design methods, 
architecture, and needs are expected.



CURATED SWATCHES

ELEVATED COLOR STANDARD

CONSIDERED LIFE CYCLE

Our color selections are strategically chosen based on color theory systems and 
optimal configuration. We hand-select specific swatches because it’s a moment of 
collaboration — and a significant finishing decision — on the carefully crafted, 
thoughtfully engineered acoustic products that we’re proud to create. Our goal with 
color is to allow to for effortless combinations that naturally work together.

Many of our material offerings, including cord, come in a variety of color variables 
that represent a new approach for the acoustic lighting industry. We source all 
materials in a way that contributes to quality dynamics in acoustic performance and 
broader sustainability while also delivering appealing design aesthetics.

We believe in the future of the planet. We’re working to contribute to a brighter future 
for humanity — from more environmentally friendly materials to more respectful 
working methods for all involved. Our products are designed with materials to make 
reuse or recycling easy that creates a more sustainable product life cycle.

Materials →

WE ARE CONTINUALLY CHALLENGING 
OURSELVES WITH HOW WE CAN USE 
BETTER MATERIALS AND METHODS
TO MAKE OUR PRODUCTS.

WE SOURCE SOLUTIONS THAT ARE 
USEFUL TO BUILDING YOUR DESIGN 
VISION, AND ULTIMATELY HAVE A BETTER 
IMPACT ON PEOPLE AND OUR PLANET.



Process →

OUR DIVERSELY TALENTED TEAM
WORKS TOGETHER TO REDEFINE 
INDUSTRY STANDARDS THROUGH
A METHOD AND PROCESS THAT 
INTEGRATES SKILLED CRAFTSMANSHIP 
AND PRECISE TECHNOLOGIES.
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 Precision meets creativity. Automation meets craft. 
We’re re-imagining product design and improving 
industry practices at every turn to deliver the best acoustic 
lighting solutions — and contribute to a brighter future.

The Sabin process starts out of our factory in Chicago, with the desire to discover 
unique solutions to problems our customers frequently face. In every step of product 
refinement, we are careful to keep in mind the scoping vision and project details. This 
way, we can develop system-level products — with a highly configurable modified 
standard — that deliver a premium level of craftsmanship and acoustic performance.

Our sewing specialists and product designers are dedicated to excellent craftsmanship 
and the innovation required to achieve new product designs. As a result, Sabin 
products achieve an artfully tailored finish only possible through the invention of 
special folds and seams and utilizing technology to ensure precision and efficiency. 
For example, Block is only possible because of our proprietary, patent pending G, Z, 
and C folds.



Info →

CONNECT WITH OUR NETWORK OF 
AGENTS AND SEE OTHER ONLINE 
RESOURCES → SABIN.LIGHTING

TRY OUT OUR NEW BETA PROJECT 
PLANNER TOOL TO CONFIGURE OUR 
PRODUCTS  → SABIN.BUILD

SET UP A FACTORY TOUR, CONNECT 
WITH OUR SALES TEAM, ASK US 
QUESTIONS  → INFO@SABIN.LIGHTING

4447 W CORTLAND ST.
CHICAGO IL 60637

SABIN.LIGHTING
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 We’re building Sabin with a narrow purpose—to 
bring our customers the best products at the intersection of 
lighting and acoustics. We develop systems of broadly 
useful design elements and offer many geometric primitive 
forms in a great range of sizes; our products are tools of 
abstraction. We’re excited to see what folks create. We’ve 
built our factory in Chicago, our processes, and our team—
all around creating these excellent acoustic lighting systems.

WES COX, CO-FOUNDER AND CPO
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